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Digital Currency and Blockchain Technology

C&G’s Digital Currency & Blockchain Technology team regularly represents clients across a growing range of crypto-related
products, structures, and investments, including compliant coin offerings, NFTs, dedicated investment funds, and
traditional investments involving crypto enterprises. We also have extensive experience advising international clients on
crypto cross-border regulatory and compliance issues.

Our attorneys understand the regulatory framework of this emerging industry. We advise clients with respect to licensing,
regulatory compliance, contract negotiation, dispute management and litigation, and data protection, and regularly work
with in-house counsel to manage all aspects of a project. We regularly counsel clients with regards to terms of service
agreements and other policies and procedures, as well as provide compliance advice on issues including know-your-
customer (KYC) and anti-money laundering rules and regulations.

We have advised on issues relating to derivative trading regulations in both the U.S. and the EU, and have also designed,
documented, and negotiated structured and flow over-the-counter derivatives, as well as clearing of exchange-traded
derivatives.

Our attorneys have extensive experience advising on Initial Coin Offerings (ICOs) in multiple jurisdictions, including France
and the UK, and Regulation D and other private placements in the U.S.

We are active thought leaders in the blockchain space.  Our attorneys speak and write regularly on blockchain-related
issues and teach cryptocurrency and blockchain law and policy at prominent law schools.

Digital Currency & Blockchain Technology
Advising a leading cryptocurrency exchange platform on all aspects (operational, financial, regulatory, tax) of its initial coin
offering aimed at financing its new exchange platform. This matter has global jurisdiction, with an emphasis on the U.S.,
U.K., Asia, and France.

Representing a blockchain-based platform, in relation to all main aspects of its business, including service terms and
conditions, token issuance, and all main aspects of its upcoming initial coin offering.

Assisting a private equity fund with a Regulation D private placement token offering to U.S. investors for a blockchain-
focused private equity fund.

Representing online crowd funding platforms and currency exchanges in general corporate matters, including regulatory
compliance in the U.S.

Provided advice on likely SEC and DOJ actions in a blockchain-related securities offering issue.


